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Results are reported of the first systematic study of anomalous nonlinear fast dynamics and slow
dynamics in a number of solids. Observations are presented from seven diverse materials showing
that anomalous nonlinear fast dynamics~ANFD! and slow dynamics~SD! occur together,
significantly expanding the nonlinear mesoscopic elasticity class. The materials include samples of
gray iron, alumina ceramic, quartzite, cracked Pyrex, marble, sintered metal, and perovskite
ceramic. In addition, it is shown that materials which exhibit ANFD have very similar ratios of
amplitude-dependent internal-friction to the resonance-frequency shift with strain amplitude. The
ratios range between 0.28 and 0.63, except for cracked Pyrex glass, which exhibits a ratio of 1.1, and
the ratio appears to be a material characteristic. The ratio of internal friction to resonance frequency
shift as a function of time during SD is time independent, ranging from 0.23 to 0.43 for the materials
studied. © 2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1823351#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The application of an oscillatory-wave or impulsiv
source at small strains to a solid that manifests nonlin
mesoscopic elastic behavior leads to a modulus and qu
factor ~inverse dissipation,Q! decrease.1 Simultaneously, the
elastic wave present in the material distorts, manifest
wave speed decrease, and the creation of harmonics
wave modulation.1 Further, conditioning, an effect of strai
memory is induced, manifest, for example, by resonant cu
sweeps being different depending on whether the swee
upgoing or downgoing in frequency.2,3 These manifestation
are signatures of anomalous nonlinear fast dynam
~ANFD!, also termednonclassical nonlinear fast dynamics.4

The modulus and dissipation changes do not return to
initial values, the equilibrium state, after wave excitation t
minates, but recover over 103– 104 s with a log~time! depen-
dence. This behavior is calledslow dynamics~SD!.3

In previous work,1,5 it was speculated that SD alway
occurs in tandem with ANFD in nonlinear mesoscopic elas
materials. This has never been demonstrated aside from
handful of materials. What has been demonstrated is
many materials exhibit ANFD, including sandstones a
limestones,2 damaged solids,6,7 and concrete.8 Slow dynam-
ics have been described in sandstone and concrete9 and in
cracked sintered metal.10 In fact, no systematic studies exi
that characterize the connection between ANFD/S
ANFD/SD has only been described in Berea sandstone,3 and
cracked Pyrex glass11 to our knowledge.

The purpose of this paper is to report new measurem
of ANFD/SD in diverse solids and establish a quantitat
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connection between ANFD and SD. In Sec. II, we descr
SD/ANFD and provide relevant background information.
Secs. III and IV we present the experiment and results,
in Sec. V we discuss the results, and then conclude.

II. NONLINEAR DYNAMICS

A. Nonlinear fast dynamics in classical
„atomic elastic … materials

The classical nonlinear theory for ‘‘atomic elasticity
~anharmonicity! used to describe nonlinear behavior in a
water, single crystals, etc., is thoroughly described in
literature,12 and we will provide only a brief overview. The
classical theory begins with the expansion of the ela
strain energy,E, in powers of the strain tensor,e i j . The
expansion coefficients designate the components of
second-order elastic tensor and the third-order elastic ten
respectively. These tensors are characterized, respectivel
21 and 56 independent components for an arbitrary an
tropic medium~in the lowest-order, triclinic material symme
try! and by two and, respectively, three components in
highest-order symmetry~isotropic material!.

The equation of motion in Lagrangian coordinates is

rüi5
]s i j

]xj
, ~1!

wherer, s i j , and ü designate the density, the stress tens
and the particle acceleration, respectively.

A one-dimensional, longitudinal wave~P-wave! propa-
gating in an isotropic medium can exist with only nonze
componentssxx5s andux5u or exx5e5]u/]x. The cor-
responding equation of motion can be written as

r0

]2e

]t2
5

]2s~e!

]x2
. ~2!
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From the energy expansion, the stress-strain rela
~also known as the equation of state,! can be written as

s5M ~e1be21de31¯ !, ~3!

whereM is the elastic modulus, andb and d are nonlinear
coefficients that can be expressed in terms of combinat
of the higher order elastic moduli. This equation impli
characteristic scaling relations. These are:~a! the amplitude
of the second harmonic scales ase2; ~b! the amplitude of the
third harmonic scales ase3; and~c! the change in resonanc
frequency of the fundamental-mode resonance peak
Young’s mode experiment, for example, scales ase2.

B. Anomalous nonlinear fast dynamics

The behavior of nonlinear mesoscopic elastic~NME!
materials is described in many articles.1,5 These materials
the prototypical material being rock, behave in unexpec
manners. At lower strain amplitudes~order 1026 and lower!
it has recently been shown that at least some nonlinear
soscopic elastic materials~e.g., Berea sandstone! behave
‘‘classically’’ 13 ~obey Landau theory!.12 At higher strain am-
plitudes~order 1026 and above! there is ample evidence sug
gesting that classical theory does not describe w
behaviors,5,1,7 based on~i! observations of the scaling of ha
monics and resonant peak shift with strain amplitude and~ii !
the presence of conditioning. A mean field theory develop
by McCall and Guyer14 has been broadly applied to bo
quasistatic and dynamic behavior in these materials, o
part of the dynamic strain range.1,6,7,15In this region, hyster-
esis in the equation of state has been appealed to and ca
included in the following manner:

s5M ~e1be21¯ !1â@e,sign~ ė !#, ~4!

whereâ is a function describing hysteresis ins2e, a ‘‘non-
classical’’ effect.1 This function depends on whether stress
increasing or decreasing and thus the sign term,ė5]e/]t. A
specific form ofa should follow from the material physics
not yet established.

The above approach does not include conditioning. C
ditioning is an induced, continuous state of disequilibriu
during dynamic excitation of NME materials. Meaning, th
when the sample is excited by an elastic wave, the modu
andQ decrease immediately; however, if the excitation co
tinues, the modulus andQ continue to decrease for som
period of time until the material reaches a new equilibriu
state where no more change takes place. Conditioning is
sidered by many to be the manifestation of slow dynam
during wave excitation, although this has not been quan
tively demonstrated. Existing theories that address condit
ing include those described by Scalerandi and Delsanto4 and
Vakhnenkoet al.16 The recent model of Vaknenkoet al. is
based on the physics of bond rupture as the underly
mechanism of ANFD/SD. The ramifications of conditionin
in ANFD are only beginning to be unraveled experimenta
however, and will not be addressed further here, excep
say our group is working on separating ANFD and SD
present. This issue does not affect the results describe
this paper, but will ultimately affect the accompanyin
theory.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005 P. John
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C. Slow dynamics

We currently believe that, in the strain regime whe
ANFD takes place, SD also appears, manifest by a mod
recovery over 103– 104 s that is linear with log(t), commenc-
ing when a relatively strong wave excitation terminate
Whether the two behaviors appear simultaneously with st
level has not yet been experimentally verified, however, a
this is a topic our group is currently working on. SD diffe
from the well-known phenomenon of creep observed in q
sistatic experiments in rock and some metals17 although they
may well be related. SD is a mechanically induced behav
at very small dynamic strain levels, that displays asymme
with respect to the driving excitation stress. That is, t
modulus always displays a quasistatic decrease in resp
to fast, symmetric oscillatory driving stress. The observ
asymmetry is contrary to other physical systems that disp
proportion to the log(t) such as creep in rock18 and metals,19

magnetic fields, in spin glasses,20 etc., that respond sym
metrically to the driving stress.

The materials that exhibit ANFD and SD have in com
mon a small volume of elastically soft constituents~e.g.,
bonds in a sintered ceramic! where the SD and ANFD origi-
nate, distributed within a rigid matrix~e.g., grains in the
ceramic! as is shown in Fig. 1. We refer to this as the ‘‘har
soft’’ paradigm. The soft portion of the material, the ‘‘bon
system’’1 is distributed throughout, but within a small frac
tion of the total volume, less than 1%. In cracked materi
the bond system is localized.

III. EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS

Our first step was to test a large number of samp
~50–100! of a variety of solids to determine whether or n
they exhibited ANFD/SD. The samples included numero
rock types, metals, and ceramics. Seven materials see
exhibit ANFD were selected for quantitative study becau
they represent the enormous contrasting physical, geom
cal, and chemical diversity of the class. These include
pearlite/graphite mixed phase metal~commonly called ‘‘gray
iron’’ !, a 99.9% pure alumina ceramic~crucible material!, a
perovskite ceramic (LaCoO3, used in oxygen separation an
solid oxide fuel cells! a feldspathic quartzite, a sintered met
~used in bearings!, a sample of Carrera marble~metamor-
phosed limestone! composed principally of calcite, an
Pyrex glass containing a localized crack. Sample shape
mension and physical characteristics are given in Table I

FIG. 1. The hard/soft paradigm of nonclassical materials.
125son and A. Sutin: Slow dynamics and nonlinear fast dynamics
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The experimental configuration used for ANFD and S
measurements is shown in Fig. 2. This setup provides
means to conduct ANFD and SD tests successively for e
sample under the same conditions using the same equipm
For ANFD measurements, nonlinear resonant ultraso
spectroscopy~NRUS! was employed.1,5,6 Using NRUS, the
sample was continuously probed using a swept-freque
wave at an eigenmode of the material, applying progr
sively increasing drive levels. For these measurements
used the resonant ultrasound spectroscopy device man
tured by Dynamic Resonance Systems, Inc. The tim
average amplitude for of sweep frequency is recorded
stored on computer. Samples were excited using piezoce
ics bonded with epoxy. We used a laser vibrometer manu
tured by Polytech for noncontact signal detection. Part
velocity u̇ was measured with the Polytech, andê, the dy-
namic strain amplitude, was calculated from this a
wavespeedc,1 ê5u̇/c.

The linear~low amplitude! resonance frequencyf 0 and
its corresponding strainê0 were obtained by fitting the reso
nance peak with a lorentzian.Q, the most commonly applied
measure of wave dissipation,21 was obtained as follows. Th
Q of a linear elastic system is,Q052p f 0W/DW. DW is the
energy loss per cycle,W is elastic energy stored at maximu
stress and strain during harmonic excitation, andf 0 is the
mode frequency.21 This also means thatQ0 is proportional to
the wave amplitude at resonance for a given applied force
a dynamic resonant system,Q052p f 0W/dW5 f 0 /d f ,
whered f is the frequency width between half power~3 dB in
amplitude! about the resonance peak atf 0 on a power-
frequency plot. When the system is linear we can appl
Lorentzian fit to extractQ0 . In a nonlinear system, howeve
Q05 f 0 /d f , cannot be used. In fact, definitions of nonline
dissipation are normally obtained from the ringdown of
freely resonating body.22–24 Since we have a continuousl
driven system, we must apply a different approach. In
elastically nonlinear case one can measure the power
quired to maintain a constant amplitude of oscillation.22,24

TABLE I. Sample information for the seven materials studied. OD and
refer to the outside and inside diameters, respectively, andL is sample
length.

Material Sample shape Dimensions~mm3!

Pearlite/graphite metal Parallelepiped 10031439
Alumina ceramic Rod 279319
Quartzite Rod 117331.7
Pyrex containing cracks Rod 284316
Marble Rod 101322
Sintered metal Ring OD 41, ID 29,L 25
Perovskite ceramic Parallellapiped 47.336.636.6

FIG. 2. Experimental configuration for ANFD/SD studies.
126 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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This is equivalent to measuring the amplitude of oscillati
at constant applied force. In our system, the applied forcF
of the transducer attached to a solid sample is

F5
mü

2
, ~5!

where ü is acceleration of the transducer andm is its mass
~we use no backload on the transducer!. The applied force is
constant over the frequency range of the experiment bec
we are operating well below the resonance frequency of
transducer. Further the force is proportional to the appl
voltageV:

F5
md33v

2V

2
5k1V, ~6!

whered33 is the piezoelectric constant~in units of m/V! and
v2 appears from calculating displacementu from accelera-
tion ü, andk15md11v

2/2. The linear relation between forc
and voltage was verified experimentally.

At the far end of the bar, the detected strain amplitudê
is related to the drive force by the amplitude dependentQ( ê)
of the bar

ê5k2FQ~ ê !, ~7!

wherek2 is the transfer function of the bar.
Substituting Eq.~6! into Eq. ~7! yields

ê5KVQ~ ê !, ~8!

whereK5k1k2 .
An advantage of this method is thatk1 and k2 do not

have to be measured. We can obtainK from the low ampli-
tude measures of strain, voltage andQ0 @obtained from the
half width of the low amplitude~linear! resonance curve#

K5
ê0

V0Q0
. ~9!

Substitution yields the equation used for estimation
the amplitude dependent attenuation

D~1/Q~ ê !!5
1

Q~ ê !
2

1

Q0
5

1

Q0
S Vê0

V0ê
21D , ~10!

which we use to obtainD(1/Q( ê)) from measurements.
Numerous observations show that the change inQ( ê)

and resonance frequencyf ( ê) scales linearly with strain
amplitude1,5,7 above approximately 1026, in the ANFD re-
gime. In this strain region, we defineaQ as the paramete
relating strain and nonlinear energy loss

1

Q~ ê !
2

1

Q0
5aQê. ~11!

Likewise, we define a parameter describing the f
quency shift. In the strain range where ANFD is invoked,
have empirically that

f ~ ê !2 f 0

f 0
5

D f ~ ê !

f 0
5a f ê, ~12!

wherea f relates frequency shift and strain amplitude. T
P-M space theory predicts the above two relations as we14
P. Johnson and A. Sutin: Slow dynamics and nonlinear fast dynamics
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as does the theory described in Ref. 25.a f ranges from 102

to 104 for the materials where it has been measured.7 We will
apply the earlier equations to calculate the characteristic
rametersa f andaQ from the experimental data.

Recall that SD is the return to equilibrium after larg
amplitude dynamic excitation. In our experiments, we fi
conduct a RUS measurement to probe the equilibrium st
then condition the sample at large amplitude, then probe
sample using RUS over a period of time to observe SD.

Specifically, the equilibrium, low amplitude~linear!
resonance frequencyf 0 of the sample is measured using
standard, low amplitude, swept-frequency resonance u
the DRS device before high-amplitude disturbance. The p
is extracted from a lorenzian fit. The sample is then driven
fixed frequency near a resonance and large strain ampli
corresponding to the maximum amplitudes shown in Tabl
for 2 min to induce material softening. Immediately up
termination of the drive, the RUS measurement reco
mences at very low strain amplitude~order microstrain! in
order to probe the recovery of the resonant peak freque
andQ as a function of elapsed time.

Here V5V0 due to the fact that we probe with low
amplitude frequency-sweeps, so Eq.~10! becomes

1

Q~ t !
2

1

Q0
5

1

Q0
S ê0

ê~ t !
21D , ~13!

whereê0 is the final, equilibrium strain. Thus it is only nec
essary to measure the strain amplitude at each frequ
peak in the recovery. These measurements are obtaine
measuring the peak of a lorenzian fit for each succes
resonance curve taken in time.

The effect of temperature is significant and can influen
the SD result if one is not extremely careful.13 Thus precau-
tions were taken to minimize these effects by employin
temperature stable environment using an insulated box
structed from styrofoam.

Materials tested that do not exhibit ANFD/SD includ
Pyrex glass, polycarbonate, PVC, 5180 steel, tantalum,
minum, lucite, martinsitic 5180 steel, and pearlitic 51
steel. A complete list of materials tested in the reconna
sance experiments is available from the authors.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 3 shows raw resonance curves for ANFD/SD
tained from one of the materials~feldspathic quartzite!. Fig-
ure 3~a! shows amplitude/frequency response of the strain
progressively increasing levels of excitation. Material softe
ing appears as a change in the resonance frequency
drive voltage. Figure 3~b! shows the same data normalized
the amplitude of the applied voltage. This manner of plott
is valuable in simultaneously isolating resonance freque
change and nonlinear dissipation change with strain le
The fact that the amplitude of the normalized peak decrea
with increasing drive level and the resonance peak simu
neously broadens indicates the material nonlinear dissipa
is increasing with material softening. Figure 3~c! shows the
amplitude/frequency response measured at successivel
creasing times during the recovery process, the SD, for
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005 P. John
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same material. Recall the drive is fixed at a very small le
~assumed linear elastic! during the SD measurements. Th
recovery is linear with the logarithm of time, as was seen
Berea sandstone.3

Figures 4~a! and ~b! illustrate the change in frequenc
(D f / f 0) and Q((1/Q21/Q0) dependence on strain for a
samples obtained from the raw resonance curves. In the
amplitude drive region the dependencies are classically n
linear @Eq. ~3!#, and they exhibit nonclassical behavio
@(D f / f 0) and 1/Q21/Q0 scale linear with strain# at the
higher amplitudes. From the strain region where freque
scales linear with strain amplitude,aANFD andaSD were ex-
tracted.

Table II shows the resonance frequency used, the m
mum strain, the material wave speed, andQ0 for each
sample. Table III shows the values ofa f and aQ extracted
from the measurements.

Figures 4~b! and~d! show combined results of frequenc
and dissipation for SD. In SD, the frequency and 1/Q recov-
ers linearly with the log of time.

In order to characterize the relative changes ofQ and
resonance frequency with strain level in ANFD, we introdu
gANFD , the ratio of thea parameters: that is, the ratio of th
energy loss to the frequency shift (gANFD5aQ /a f). gANFD

ranges from 0.28 to 1.10 meaning the change in frequenc
less than the change in attenuation except in the Py
sample. In Berea sandstone,gANFD was found to be 0.3.26

We note one other observation of interest. We calcula
the ratio of the dissipation change to the frequency shift d
ing the SD recovery to see if it had variation between ma
rials. This ratio, termedgSD, is

gSD5S 1

Q~ t !
2

1

Q0
D f 0

D f ~ t !
. ~14!

HereV5V0 due to the fact that we probe with low amplitud
frequency-sweeps. Substituting using Eq.~13! we get

FIG. 3. ANFD and SD observation in the quartzite.~a! shows the resonance
curves,~b! shows resonance curves normalized to drive voltage, and~c!
shows the SD recovery. Amplitude is in microstrain.
127son and A. Sutin: Slow dynamics and nonlinear fast dynamics
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FIG. 4. ANFD and SD in all samples
~a! and ~b! show the change in reso
nance frequencyf 2 f 0 normalized to
the linear resonance frequencyf 0 for
ANFD and SD, respectively.~c! and
~d! show the behavior in 1/Q for
ANFD–SD, respectively. The error
bars shown are based are extreme
conservative: they are obtained from
the frequency sampling rate of the ex
periment, carried through all of the
calculations. The lines in the figure
are present to guide the eye~they are
linear fits in the case of ANFD and
logarithmic fits for SD!. These data
were used to calculategANFD andgSD

in Table III. The high-strain-amplitude
data, wheref 2 f 0 and 1/Q are linear
proportional to strain, were used t
calculatea in Table III.
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gSD5
f

D f ~ t ! S 1

Q0

ê0

ê~ t !
21D , ~15!

whereê0 is the final, equilibrium strain. The measured valu
of this are presented in Table III as well. We find thatgSD are
very similar for all seven materials~0.23–0.46!. The SD
must be due entirely to the relaxation of stored strain ass
ing the probe wave does not influence the total system st
energy.

V. DISCUSSION

Our primary purpose in this work was to illustrate ne
observations of ANFD/SD. This is the first systematic stu
describing ANFD/SD in numerous materials. We find th
wherever ANFD are observed, SD are also observed,
vice-versa. We describe results in seven of these mate
that represent the huge diversity of the class. We further
that there is a relationship between resonance frequency

TABLE II. Sample elastic linear and nonlinear properties for the se
materials studied@Note thatQ0 is the Q of the loaded~source1sample!
system#. Wave speed for sintered metal not measured.

Material f 0 (kHz)
Max strain

(1026)
Wave speed

~m/s! Q0

Pearlite/graphite metal 44.7 44.0 3225 48
Alumina ceramic 9.12 10.0 4940 415
Quartzite 33.6 2.3 3826 167
Pyrex containing cracks 20.0 35.0 4700 66
Marble 86.3 5.6 4030 353
Sintered metal 9.4 5.0 346
Perovskite ceramic 60.0 26.0 1670 14
128 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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and wave dissipation in ANFD that is similar, but not th
same, in each of seven materials. This relation is betw
0.28 and 0.66, except for cracked glass which exhibits a r
of 1.1. The ratios appear to be material dependent. Crac
glass is known to exhibit unusual mechanical behavior
general. We also measure the ratio of dissipation to
quency shift during slow dynamics. This ratio, termedgSD

was between 0.23 and 0.43.
The parametergANFD is predicted by different models

The P-M space14 model predictsgANFD of approximately
one, and other hysteretic empirical models such as that
scribed in Ref. 26 leave some flexibility in this value.

In our view, there are currently two credible theoretic
approaches that link ANFD/SD. The first is the approa
employing a variation of theP-M space model described b
Scalerandi and Delsanto.4 The second is a model describe
by Vakhnenkoet al.16 that treats the elastic nonlinearity o
the solid as an ensemble of rupturing bonds.

TABLE III. Values of g for ANFD and SD in seven materials.a is not
shown for the sintered metal part because the strain amplitudes were
directly calculable due to sample geometry, meaninga could not be ex-
tracted.

Material MeanaQ Meana f MeangANFD MeangSD

Perlite/graphite metal 487637 167625 0.3560.03 0.2560.02
Alumina ceramic 9564 63614 0.6660.12 0.2660.05
Quartzite 145610 4167 0.2860.02 0.3660.02
Pyrex containing cracks 81610 8466 1.1060.09 0.3060.02
Marble 370665 149645 0.4260.04 0.4360.5
Sintered metal 0.3160.03 0.2560.03
Perovskite ceramic 240631 164611 0.6660.04 0.2360.01

n

P. Johnson and A. Sutin: Slow dynamics and nonlinear fast dynamics
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The reason so few models exist, and in fact that the m
widely applied model (P-M space! is phenomenological, is
that the physical basis for ANFD/SD is lacking because
origin~s! of these behaviors are unknown. In fact, the phy
cal origins appear to be represented by the spectrum of
terials presented in this paper. For instance, dislocation
the metals and glassy dynamics in amorphous materials
likely candidates for the physical origin in these instanc
but in cracked glass, sintered metal, or rock, it is not at
clear what could be responsible for the observed behav
However, due to the fact that we cannot address the ac
physics, we will appeal to the model presented in Refs. 4
27 which links ANFD/SD.

The model is based on the local interaction simulat
approach28 applied with a spring model and a version of t
Preisach–Mayergoyz~PM! space model of elasticity.14 In the
model the material is described as a sequence of linear el
elements~the ‘‘hard’’ portion—the grain system! and the in-
terstices~the ‘‘soft’’ bond system! are described by a larg
number of hysteretic elastic units that can behave either
idly or elastically depending on the local pressure. Th
units correspond to the bond system, localized in the d
aged material or distributed in the others. The model inclu
thermally activated random transitions between differ
states~rigid or elastic!.

This approach is incorporated into PM space where
dynamic wave disturbance is tracked providing the mean
predict the dynamic system stress-strain behavior, the AN
The SD arise from the fact that the PM space is altered a
a wave disturbance, translating to a different bulk mate
~modulus! state~see Fig. 4 in Scalerandi and Delsanto!.4 The
altered material state returns to its initial state with~bulk! log
time behavior by thermally activated jumps in state with
the hysteretic elastic units from the portion of PM space t
has been altered.

From the model, ANFD and SD emerge. Figure 5 sho
model results extracted from Scalerandi and Delsanto4 where
the frequency behaviors in ANFD and SD are predict
They exhibit the same scaling behavior in ANFD as the
sults shown here, and the log~time! recovery of SD. The
general approach appears to capture the properties of AN
and SD, and could potentially be modified to predict mate
characteristic behaviors.

We note that, due to the effects of conditioning duri
ANFD, the rate of conducting a resonance frequency sw
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has effects on the shape of the resonance curve.2 The rate can
also affect the resonance peak frequency. We studied th
fect by varying the sweep rates and measuring the effec
the calculation ofa f , aQ , and gANFD . We found that the
sweep rate can produce variations up to a few percen
these parameters~A quantitative study of sweep-rate depe
dence is in progress.!. We therefore used constant swe
rates in measurements described here. In addition, we
ducted the measurements of ANFD at amplitudes much
than those used for the conditioning/SD measureme
where the effects of conditioning are minimized.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This is the first systematic study showing the relation
ANFD and SD in a large group of solids confirming that,
date, ANFD and SD appear together. We find that, for
seven different materials studied here,gANFD , the ratio of
internal friction to the resonance frequency shift, has
same order~0.28–0.63!. In SD measurements we find tha
the ratio of internal friction to frequency shift as a functio
of time during SD,gSD, has the same order also~0.23–
0.43!. We do not know the physical basis of ANFD and S
but the fact that they occur together and have the same o
of ratio between elastic and anelestic modulus changes p
to same physical mechanism for the both effects. Much
our current work is focused on this question.
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